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The emergency number is manned on a 24 hour basis, 7 days
per week. After business hours Rockingham County Sheriffs
Department takes the emergency line. The emergency number is
available to Auburn residents for ambulance, wreckers and all other
forms of emergency assistance.
Snow Disposal Ordinance
Any person found shoveling snow into a town road or plowing
snow across the road, so as to impeded normal plowing operatings,








Mary Hitchcock Hospital 1-800-562-8236
Antidote information is provided in cases of accidental poisoning or
drug abuse.
Burning Regulations
TO REPORT A FIRE DIAL 483-2521
The State of New Hampshire requires that written permits be
obtained for all open fires at all times when the ground is not snow
covered.
Permits may be obtained from the Auburn Volunteer Fire
Department for grass, brush, campfires, etc. Permits must be
obtained on the day burning is to be accomplished. Burn when
there is no wind, on rainy days, in a safe place and in accordance
with the term of the permit. Burn before 9;00 am and after 5:00 pm.
Keep some buckets of water close by; if wind develops, promptly




A. From November 2 to April 1 of each year no person shall park
any motor vehicle on any public highway between the hours of
1 1 :00 pm and 8:00 am or at any time in such manner as to impede
snow removal operations.
B. Any vehicle parked in violation of section A hereof may be
towed by the road agent, the chief of police or their agents or by
independent contractors engaged by the road agent or the chief of
police: any vehicles so towed shall be stored and released to the
owner only upon payment of the cost of towing and storage by the
owner.
C. Any person violating section A hereof shall be subject to a
penalty not to exceed twenty-five dollars for each offense.
Dog Ordinance
A. RESTRAINT: All dogs shall be restrained from running at
large within the limits of the town, except when they are on the
owner's or keeper's property or being used for hunting or training
purposes.
B. PENALTY: Any person or persons, firm or corporation
violating any provisions of this ordinance shall, upon conviction, be
fined not more than fifteen dollars ($15.00) for each offense.
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Community Information
Selectmen's Office
Board meets Monday night. Office: Monday and Thursday 8:00 am
to 4:30 pm: Tuesday and Friday 8:00 am to 12 noon; Wednesday
9:00 am to 2:00 pm. For information or appointment with the
Board, call 483-5052. Columbine S. Cleaves, Office Manager;
Pamela S. Henley, MI/AS: Judith Miller-Nesbitt, Seasonal Clerk.
Town Clerk and Tax Collector
Monday, Wednesday and Thursday, 9:00 am to 2:00 pm and
Monday 6:00 pm to 8:00 pm; Friday 9:00 am to 12 noon. Nancy H.
Gagnon, Town Clerk; Mary F. Griffin and Joan Krohn, Deputy
Town Clerks. Eva L. Lunnie, Tax Collector; Yvonne Crocker,
Allison DiPietro and Michael Zorawowicz, Deputy Tax Collectors.
Phone 483-2281.
Building Inspector/Zoning Officer
Tuesday and Thursday, 8:00 am to 12:00 noon; Friday 8:00 am to
1 0:00 am at the Town Hall. Field inspections: Tuesday and
Thursday, 12:30 pm to 4:30 pm. David Jore, 483-0516.
Budget Committee
On demand at the Town Hall. James Headd, Chairman; Albert
Samson, Vice Chairman; Dawn Curran, Secretary.
Conservation Commission
Third Wednesday of the month at the Town Hall. Brenda Sanborn,
Chairman; Paul Raiche, Secretary.
Planning Board
Wednesdays at 7:00 pm at the Town Hall. Formal meeting-second
Wednesday of the month at 7:00 pm. Office hours: Monday
evenings on demand. Russell Sullivan, Chairman; Robyn-Le
Kohut, Secretary.
Police Commission
First Tuesday of the month at the Police Department - 7:00 pm.
Aldis J. Christie, Jr., Chairman; Jackie Daoust, Secretary.
Recreation Commission
First Thursday of the month, 7:00 pm at the Town Hall. Gale
Butler-Christensen, Chairman; Yvonne Crocker, Secretary.
Solid Waste Commission
Third Tuesday of the month at the Town Hall - 7:30 pm. James
Lagana, Chairman; Judith Miller-Nesbitt, Secretary.
Zoning Board of Adjustment




Edward Picard, Chief. Clerks: Paula Page and Dona Davis. Non-
emergency number - 483-2134.
Auburn Volunteer Fire Department
First Monday of the month at Central Station at 8:00 pm. Bruce
Phillips, Chief. Emergency number - 483-2521. Non-emergency
number -483-2922.
Auburn Volunteer Rescue Squad
First Wednesday after fire meeting each month at Central Station
at 7:00 pm. Paul Therrien, EMS Coordinator. Emergency number -
483-2521 . Non-emergency number - 483-81 41
.
Auburn Volunteer Fire Department Women's Auxiliary
First and third Wednesday of the month at the Fire House -
pm. Lisa Brien, President.
7:30
Auburn Village School
Raymond Bourque, Principal; Bonnie Martin, Secretary. For
information, call'483-2769.
Auburn School Board
Second Thursday of the month at the School Library - 7:00 pm.
Auburn Village School PTA
Third Monday of the month at the school cafeteria - 7:30 pm.
Auburn Post Office
Monday-Fnday: Window-7:30 am to 1 1 :30 am and 1 :00 pm to
5:00 pm; Lobby-6:30 am to 5:00 pm. Saturday: Window-8:00 am
to 12:00 noon. Lobby-6:30 am to 12:30 pm. Laura Dugas,
Postmaster. Phone, 483-2007.
Senior Citizens
Every Thursday at the Town Hall at 1 :00 pm. Visiting Nurse - first
Thursday of the month. Theo Therrien, President; Betty Hales,
Vice-President; Charlotte Reynolds, Secretary.
Historical Society
Meetings posted and held at the Town Hall. Edward Locke,
President; Paula Higgins, Secretary. Second Friday: March, May,
September and November.
Griffin Free Public Library
















10:00 am - 5:00 pm
10:00 am - 1:00 pm
Lions
Second and fourth Tuesday of the month downstairs at the Town
Hall at 7:00 pm. John Chambers, President; Dick Vinson, Secre-
tary.
Cub Scouts
Pack meeting, third Friday of the month at the school gym at 7:00
pm. Gary VanLaarhoven, Cubmaster.
Boy Scouts
Every Friday at the Longmeadow Congregational Church at 7:00
pm. Herb Stearns, Leader.
Judith Miller-Nesbitt, Service Unit
Girl Scouts
Troops meet at the school
Manager.
4-H
Meet weekly in homes.
Churches
Fair Haven Baptist Church, services Sunday.
Longmeadow Congregational Church, services Sunday.
St. Peter's Catholic Church, Saturday and Sunday Masses.
Voter Registration Information
To register to vote, fill out an application at the Town Clerk's office
or contact one of the Supervisors listed. Supervisors of the
Checklist: Patricia Allard, Susan Jenkins, and Margo Cox.
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(In 1993 R. Paul Sanford and Lloyd Doughty left the department)
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Earl A. RInker, ill





OFHCE OF THE SELECTMEN
P.O. BOX 309 AUBURN, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03032 TEL 483-5052
The year 1993 was a good one for the town of Auburn. We have tried to
accomplish in the past twelve months precisely what we believe all levels of
government should strive for; the delivery of services as efficiently and
inexpensively as possible. Your paid, unpaid, and elected employees have done
their job well.
The tax rate went down, as prognosticated by Frank Edelmann at last year's
town meeting. This was accomplished by diligent work and masterful control of
expenditures. A point of information you might also find interesting is: the
Meal and Lodging Tax distribution was amended by a bill proposed by our senator,
John King, and voted on by our representative, C. Donald Stritch; dropped an
unexpected $50,000 into the coffer. Some departments have turned back funds in
their efforts to be as frugal as possible with your tax dollars. If it was not
a necessity, it was not spent. This all occured even though we held over extra
funds to cover the "no-pays" on taxes.
The past year is proof of accelerated activity. The old salt barn was
demolished. It's always sad to lose a landmark, but safety must be our first
consideration. The interest in cable TV caused by the Federal Act in July of
1993 forced us to create a committee to monitor and advise us. The Local
Emergency Planning Committee has entered a "doing" stage from an intense
organizational stage. The Highway Safety Committee has developed a take charge
interest. The Library Building Committee has introduced a major project into
our town. These are all volunteers who work hard to do the things that must be
done, and make our town a better place in which to live.
In 1994 we have new projects ahead of us. The Federal Government has
mandated, in the form of the /Americans with Disabilities Act, that all public
buildings be made handicapped accessible. Our 150 year old Town Hall must be
brought up to acceptible standards by installing a lift and updating the
washroom facilities. It is important to us that all residents have equal access
to their public buildings. Additionally, there will be the usual road
improvement projects.
In the past year we, as a town, got the job done, held taxes, gave pay
raises, improved the benefit package for the employees, and did not reduce
services but in fact expanded them through volunteers. We have a right to point
to our town with pride and we should be thankful that we live amongst so many
good neighbors. We have municipal pride and we have worked hard to deserve it.
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Town Warrant
State of New Hampshire
Rockingham, SS
To the inhabitants of the Town of Auburn, in the County of
Rockingham in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the gymnasium in the Auburn
Village School in said Auburn on Tuesday, March the eighth of
next, at seven of the clock in the forenoon, to act upon the
following subjects:
To bring your ballots for:
FIRST:
Moderator for two years
Selectman for three years
Treasurer for one year
Highway Agent for three years
Library Trustee for three years
Cemetery Trustee for three years (Auburn Village)
Cemetery Trustee for three years (Longmeadow)
Cemetery Trustee for two years (Longmeadow)
Trust Fund Trustee for three years
Supervisor of Checklist for six years
Auditor for two years
Police Commission for three years
Police Commission for two years
Police Commission for one year
Polls will be open at 7:00 am and close at 7:00 pm.
You are also notified to meet on Saturday March the twelfth
next, at 1 :00 pm, at the Auburn Village School to consider the
following articles:
SECOND: To see if the Town will vote to accept such Trust
Funds as may come in during the year and Trust Funds as have
not been previously accepted.
THIRD: To see if the Town will vote to use the income of the H.
B. Burnham Fund for the schools or library.
FOURTH: We, the undersigned registered voters petition the
Town of Auburn, New Hampshire to see if the Town will raise and
appropriate the sum of Five Hundred and 00/1 00 Dollars ($500.00)
for the support of the MASSABESIC SENIOR CITIZENS CLUB.
Theobald Therrien































(Not Recommended by the Board of Selectmen) (Not Recom-
mended by the Budget Committee) (Amount not included in the
budget)
FIFTH: To see of the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to accept gifts, for the use of the Town as may now or hereafter be
forthcoming.
SIXTH: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to borrow money in anticipation of taxes.
SEVENTH: To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate
a sum not to exceed Thirty-Five Thousand Dollars ($35,000.00) for
the Auburn Volunteer Fire Department to refurbish and equip the
1 980 Ford, Emergency One fire engine. (Recommended by the
Board of Selectmen) (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
(Amount included in the budget)
EIGHTH: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to dispose of any or all property acquired by tax deed, by public
auction or sealed bid, with right to reject all bids.
NINTH: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to make application for and to receive and spend such advances,
grants-in-aid, or other funds for Town purposes as may now, or
hereafter be forthcoming from Federal, State, local or private
agencies.
TENTH: To hear the report of the Budget Committee and to see
what sum of money the Town will vote to raise and appropriate to
defray Town charges and legal obligations for the ensuing year.
ELEVENTH: To transact any other business that may legally
come before the meeting.
Given under our hands and seals this fourteenth day of February
A.D. 1994.
THE SELECTMEN OF THE TOWN OF AUBURN
Charles D. Kellett, Chairman
Paula T. Marzloff
Earle F. Wingate,
Report of the Town Clerk
January 1, 1993 to December 31, 1993
Balance Brought Forward 1/1/93
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE






BUDGET FORM FOR TOWNS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED THE
PROVISIONS OF THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET LAW
BUDGET OF THE TOWN
OF Auburn N.H
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Ensuing Year January 1 , 1 9 to December 31,1 9 or for Fiscal Year
From January 1 19 94 to December 31 19 94
IMPORTANT: Please read the new RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities.
It requires this budget be prepared on a "gross" basis, showing all revenues and appropriations. At least one public
hearing must be held on this budget.
When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be placed on file with the town
clerk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration at the address above.
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT
RSA 31:95 and 32:5







The Annual Town Meeting for the Town of Auburn, NH was
called to order by the Moderator, Bruce A. Mason, Sr., at 7:00 AM
on March 9, 1993.
After reading the warrant, the Moderator displayed the empty ballot
box and voting proceeded until 7:00 PM with the absentee ballots
being cast at 2:00 PM.
The business meeting of the Town was adjourned to Saturday,
March 13, 1993 at 1:00 PM to take up Articles Seven through
Seventeen.
Articles One through Six were decided on the written ballot on
March 9, 1 993 with the following results. A total of 496 voted. Number
of registered voters: 2369.
ARTICLE ONE: To bring your ballots for:
Selectman for three years
Chester Fetela (write-in) 79
Louis Gamache (write-in) 124
Earle Wingate III (write-in) 229
*
Charles Worster (write-in) 2
And a smattering of single votes
Town Clerk for three years
Nancy H. Gagnon 478
Tax Collector for three years
Eva L. Lunnie 467
Treasurer for one year
Rebecca S. J. McCarthy 451
Trust Fund Trustee for three years
Howard Burgess 452
Auditor for two years
Julie Gage 457
Library Trustee for three years
David S. Griffin 462
Library Trustee for one year
Nancy C. Hanger 443
Cemetery Trustee (Auburn Village)
Walter W. Jamroz 309
*
Ellen Harris Zorawowicz 150
Cemetery Trustee (Longmeadow)
Irving H. Lunnie 462
Police Commission for three years
Ernest Cullen 409
*
Emerson Heald (write-in) 3
Hubert Topliff (write-in) 3
Smattering of single votes
ARTICLE TWO: Are you in favor of the adoption of Warrant Article No.
2 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance
as follows:
Amend Article 7 Building Code and Building Permits, Section 7.01
General, to add the requirement that all construction be in compliance
with BOCA Code 1990 edition and CABO Single Family and Two
Family Residential Construction Code, 1 992. (Recommended by the
Planning Board) YES 354 NO 87
ARTICLE THREE: Are you in favor of Warrant Article No. 3 as
proposed by the Planning Board, for the Town Zoning Ordinance as
follows:
Readopt and re-approve Article No. 3 Section 3.09 Growth Man-
agement as written in the Ordinance, with Section E-8 reworded to
read "Unused total annual allocations may be carried over for only one
year." (Recommended by the Planning Board) YES 330 NO 104
ARTICLE FOUR: Are you in favor of Warrant Article No. 4 as
proposed by the Planning Board, for the Town Zoning Ordinance as
follows:
Amend the Zoning Map to rezone the parcel of land beginning at
the intersection of Raymond Road and Chester Road; proceeding
along Chester Road, southeasterly to Bunker Hill Road to a point
which is the easterly boundary of Map 7, Lot 12; along the eastern
most boundary of said lot, and tvlap 7, Lot 10 and Map 7, Lot 4 to a point
on the south side of Eaton Hill Road; then westerly along Eaton Hill
Road to the intersection of Raymond Road; then along Raymond
Road to the point of the beginning; changing the current Zoning from
a Commercial 2 and Residential 2 District to a Commercial 2 Zone in
its entirety. (Recommended by the Planning Board)
YES 307 NO 159
ARTICLE FIVE: Are you in favor of the adoption of Warrant Article No.
5 as proposed by the Planning Board, for the Town Zoning Ordinance
as follows:
Amend Article 2, Definitions, Section 2.02 Words and Terms to
include adefinition of Accessory Dwelling Unit. ACCESSORY DWELL-
ING UNIT: One (1 ) or more rooms attached to a dwelling unit which
provide living facilities for a use which is secondary and subordinate
to and customarily incidental to the use of a single family detached
dwelling. An accessory dwelling unit shall have no more than one (1
)
bedroom, shall not exceed five hundred (500) square feet in total floor
area and shall be attached to a single family detached dwelling. An
accessory dwelling unit must have permanent provisions for living
and sleeping and may have sanitary and cooking provisions as well
as separate electrical and heating systems. An accessory dwelling
unit must be accessible from the single family detached dwelling and
may have separate exterior exits. The unit shall have a fire wall
separating it from the detached dwelling and shall have interconnec-
tion smoke and/or fire alarms with exterior audio visual effects. The
septic system shall be shown to meet the loading requirements of the
detached dwelling unit plus the accessory dwelling unit. An accessory
dwelling unit shall meet all zoning setbacks and all applicable building
codes. An accessory dwelling unit is meant to include such uses as
housing for immediate family members, live-in nurses, nannies, or
caretakers and is not intended to be a rental unit.
Amend Article 4, District Regulations and Appendix A Zoning
Matrix of Uses and Districts to allow an accessory dwelling unit as a
permitted use in the "R" (Rural), "R1 " (Residential-1 ), "R2" (Residen-
tial-2), and "C2" (Commercial-2) Zoning Districts. (Recommended by
the Planning Board) YES 350 NO 95
ARTICLE SIX: Are you in favor of the adoption of Warrant Article No.
6 as proposed by the Planning Boardforthe Town Zoning Ordinances
as follows:
Amend Article 4, District Regulations and Appendix A, Zoning
Matrix of Uses and Districts to eliminate "Industrial Repair Garage" as
a Permitted Use in the "CI " (Commercial-1 ) Zoning District. (Recom-
mended by the Planning Board) YES 269 NO 150
The adjourned business meeting was called to order by the
Moderator, Bruce Mason, Sr., at 1:00 PM on Saturday, March 13,
1 993. The Moderator read the results of the ballot voting on Tuesday.
Persons elected on Tuesday were sworn in by the Town Clerk.
Mary Griffin made a motion to recess the business meeting to
Friday, March 1 9, at 7:00 PM. Seconded by Frank Edelmann. Motion
passed and the Moderator declared that this meeting would recon-
vene on Friday, March 19, at 7:00 PM. (Note: Because of severe
winter weather conditions, only 58 registered voters were present and
the majority voted to recess to another time.)
Moderator Bruce Mason called the reconvened meeting to order at
7:00 PM on March 19, 1993. Mary Griffin, Deputy Town Clerk,
recorded the minutes for this reconvened meeting (130 Registered
Voters present).
Mr. Mason called on Selectman Frank Edelmann who gave a
synopsis of the financial condition of the town.
14
ARTICLE SEVEN: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to enter into a five (5) year payment agreement with New
Hampshire Electric Co-Op for the purpose of installing electrical
service to the Les Emery Building located at the Sandy Acres
Recreation Area and to raise and appropriate the sum of One
Thousand Six Hundred Eighty and 00/100 ($1 ,680.00) for the fiscal
year 1 993. The balance of Five Thousand One Hundred Nineteen and
20/100 Dollars ($5,119.20) will be paid in forty-eight (48) monthly
installments of One Hundred Six and 65/100 Dollars ($106.65)
beginning January 1 994 commencing forty-eight (48) months hence.
(Recommended by the Board of Selectmen) (Recommended by the
Budget Committee) (Amount Included in the Budget)
Motion was made by Gail Butler-Christensen to accept the article
as read. Seconded by Gary Schmidtchen. Article 7 passed.
ARTICLE EIGHT: We, the undersigned registered voters petition the
Town of Auburn, NH to see if the Town will raise and appropriate the
sum of Five Hundred and 00/1 00 Dollars ($500.00) for the support of




































(Not recommended by the Board of Selectmen) (Not Recom-
mended by the Budget Committee) (Amount not included in the
budget)
Motion was made by Theo Therrien that article be accepted as
printed. Seconded by Perry Goodrich. Discussion followed. Bruce
PhillipsstatedthattheAuburn Volunteer Firemen's Assoc, would fund
the $500.00. Vote was taken on the article and Article Eight was
defeated.
At this time the Moderator recognized Bruce Phillips, Chief of the
Auburn Fire Department. Mr. Phillips introduced Deputy Chief Dennis
McCarthy. He also acknowledged Earl Rinker, Governors Council,
who is assisting the Fire Department in getting grants.
Mr. Phillips presented the Outstanding Fireman of the Year Award
to John Hollis Rolfe for his 35 years distinguished service to the
department.
The Moderator introduced Al Samson, a member of the Budget
Committee. Mr. Samson gave a tribute to Gerald Lacourse who is
retiring from the Budget Committee. Mr. Samson Called on Earl
Rinker who presented Gerry with a commendation from Stephen
Merrill, Governor of the State of NH, acknowledging Gerry's many
years of service to the Town of Auburn. Gerry thanked the people and
urged everyone to get involved in their town.
ARTICLE NINE: To see if the Town will vote to accept such Trust
Funds as may come during the year and Trust Funds as have not been
previously accepted.
Paula Marzloff moved the article as printed. Harland Eaton sec-
onded Article Nine passed.
ARTICLE TEN: To see if the Town will vote to use the income of the
H. B. Burnham Fund for the schools or library.
Motion was made by David Griffin that the money from the H. B.
Burnham fund be used for the Library. Seconded by Charles Worster.
Article Ten passed as moved.
ARTICLE ELEVEN: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to accept gifts, for the use of the Town as may now or
hereafter be forthcoming.
Charles Kellett moved that the article be accepted as printed.
Seconded by Herbert Chase. Article Eleven passed.
ARTICLE TWELVE: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation of taxes.
Frank Edelmann moved that Article 12 be accepted as read.
Seconded by Mr. Therrien. Article Twelve passed.
ARTICLE THIRTEEN: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Board of Selectmen to accept the dedication of any street shown on
a sub-division plat approved by the planning board, provided that
such street has been constructed to applicable town specifications as
determined by the Board of Selectmen or their agent. (Recommended
by the Planning Board) (Recommended by the Board of Selectmen)
Paula Marzloff moved that Article 13 be accepted as read.
Seconded by Susan Jenkins. Discussion followed. Article Thirteen
passed.
ARTICLE FOURTEEN: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to dispose of any or all property acquired by tax deed, by
public auction or sealed bid, with right to reject all bids.
Charles Kellett moved that the article be accepted as printed.
Seconded by Earl Rinker. Article Fourteen passed.
ARTICLE FIFTEEN: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
selectmen to make application for and to receive and spend such
advances, grants-in-aid, or other funds for Town purposes as may
now, or hereafter be forthcoming from Federal, State, Local or private
agencies.
Frank Edelmann moved that the article be accepted as printed.
Seconded by Harland Eaton. Article Fifteen passed.
ARTICLE SIXTEEN: To hearthe report of the Budget Committee and
to see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
to defray Towri charges and legal obligations for the ensuing year.
Al Samson moved the article in the amount of $1,190,124.00.
Seconded by Frank Edelmann. Discussion Followed. Article Sixteen
passed and $1,190,124.00 (One million, one hundred ninety
thousand, one hundred twenty-four dollars) was appropriated to
defray Town Charges and legal obligations for the ensuing year.
At this point Harland Eaton thanked the Town Officers for the
dedication and service to the Town.
ARTICLE SEVENTEEN: To transact any other business that may
legally come before the meeting.
Paul Blais, Civil Defense Director, reported that they will be seeing
reimbursement from the State as a result of the recent snow storm.
Moderator Bruce Mason thanked Frank Edelmann for four years of
service as a Selectman.
Earle "Sandy" Wingate thanked the people for electing him as
Selectman and spoke eloquently. He urged people to get involved.
Bruce Phillips made the motion that the meeting adjourn. Sec-








Detailed Statement of Payments
FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION
Atlantic Turnkey Corporation, Computer Service $
Cocci Computer Services, Inc., Computer Service
Mobile Office Equipment, Equipmt, Twn Clk & Tax Coll
Eva L. Lunnie, Tax Collector
NH Tax Collectors Association, Tax Collector
Plodzik & Sanderson, Audit










Davis & Towie, Gen Govt - Disability
NHMA Health Insurance Trust, Gen Govt - Health Ins.
Paula Marzloff, Selectmen (3)
Frank Edelmann, Selectmen (3)
Earle Wingate III, Selectmen (3)
Charles Kellett, Selectmen (3)
Precision Press, Town Report
Howard Burgess, Trustee Trust Funds
ELECTIONS AND REGISTRATIONS
Mary F. Griffin, Asst. Clerk - E&R
Marjorie Chase, Ballot Clerk
Shirley Stark, Ballot Clerk
Orrin Chase, Ballot Clerk
Mary Anne Rolfe, Ballot Clerk
Dale Phillips, Ballot Clerk
Judith Pineault, Ballot Clerk
Precision Press, Ballots
Dan Carpenter, Inc., Booths - E&R
Patricia Allard, Checklist Supervisor
Margo Cox, Checklist Supervisor






Butterworth, Law Books Town Clerk
Bruce Mason, Meals - E&R
Auburn Lunch Program, Meals - E&R
Melissa McCarthy, Meals - E&R
Nancy Gagnon, Town Clerk
NH Town & City Clerks Assn, Town Clerk
Eleanor Benson, Town Clerk
Nancy Gagnon, Town Clerk - E&R
Precision Press, Voter Cards
LEGAL
Wadleigh, Starr & Peters, Legal Expenses
Sheehan, Phinney, Bass & Green, Legal Expenses
Beaumont, Mason & Campbell, Legal Expenses
PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION
First NH Bank, Gen Govt - PICA
Internal Revenue Service Ctr, Gen Govt - PICA
First NH Bank, Gen Govt - Medicare
Internal Revenue Service Ctr, Gen Govt - Medicare
















































Building Officials and Code, Books $ 81.00
Office of State Planning, Books 50.00
Davis & TowIe, Disability Insurance 147.90
NH Municipal Association, Dues and Workshops 80.00
Building Officials and Code, Dues and Workshops 120.00
Southern New Hampshire, Dues and Workshops 60.00
Rockingham Planning Comm., Dues and Workshops 40.00
Granite State Designers, Dues and Workshops
University of New Hamshire, Dues and Workshops
NCPCCI, Dues and Workshops
First NH Bank, PICA
Internal Revenue Service Ctr, PICA
Davis & TowIe, Health Insurance
NHMA Health Insurance Trust, Health Insurance
Union Leader Corporation, Legal Ads
Wadleigh, Starr, Peters, Legal Expenses
Dufresne - Henry Inc., Legal Expenses
Caron Engineering Inc., Legal Expenses
First NH Bank, Medicare





Precision Press, Permits and Letterheads




New England Duplicator, Printing New Regulations
Rockingham Country Reg of Deeds, Recording Fees
W.W. Grainger, Inc., Supplies
Building Officials and Code, Supplies
New England Telephone,Telephone/Building Insp.
AT&T, Telephone/Building Insp.
GENERAL GOVERNMENT BUILDING
Public Service of NH, Electric
Granite State Independent, Engineering Study
First NH Bank, PICA
Internal Revenue Service Ctr, PICA
First NH Bank, Medicare
Internal Revenue Service Ctr, Medicare
Jim Trombly, Oil
Viking Oil, Oil
Granite State Fire Systems, Repairs
Gerard A. LaPlamme, Repairs
Jim Trombly, Repairs
Thomas Fence Co. Inc., Repairs
A-1 Security, Repairs
Frank Edelmann & Co., Repairs
Petty Cash, Supplies
W.W. Grainger, Inc., Supplies
E&R Cleaners, Supplies
Dan Carpenter Inc., Supplies
MD Stetson, Inc., Supplies
Columbine Cleaves, Supplies
Stan's Masury Paint Store, Inc., Supplies
Treasurer, State of NH, Supplies
Marion Office Supplies, Supplies
George Eaton, Supplies





R & R Communications, Ins. Retention Trust Fund
Wadleigh, Starr, Peters, Ins. Retention Trust Fund
Greenwood Fire App., Inc., Ins. Retention Trust Fund
Stephen Babin, Ins. Retention Trust Fund
R G Tombs Door Co., Inc., Ins. Retention Trust Fund
NHMA Property-Liability Ins, NH Municipal Prop Liab
35.00
Compensation Funds of NH, NH Municipal Unemp
Wageman Insurance, Town Officials Bond
ADVERTISING AND REGIONAL ASSOCIATIONS
NH Municipal Association 5
Southern New Hampshire Planning Comm.
OTHER GENERAL GOVERNMENT
Petty Cash, Contingency Fund 5
Union Leader Corporation, Advertising
The Boston Globe, Advertising
Boy Scout Troop 127, Book Delivery
NH Municipal Association, Conf/Seminars/Dues
NH Health Officers Assn, Conf/Seminars/Dues
NH Municipal Secretary's Assoc, Conf/Seminars/Dues
NH Assn of Assessing Officials, Conf/Seminars/Dues
Padgett Thompson, Conf/Seminars/Dues






Joan B. Krohn, Mileage
Petty Cash, Postage
Eva L. Lunnie, Postage
Postmaster, Postage
Nancy Gagnon, Postage






Capitol Business Forms, Inc., Printing
Southern NH Planning Comm., Supplies
Petty Cash, Supplies
Emblem and Badge Inc., Supplies
Office Dimensions, Supplies
NH Municipal Association, Supplies
Mobile Office Equipment, Supplies
Homestead Press, Supplies
Taft Business Machine, Supplies




Capitol Business Forms, Inc., Supplies
MacLean Hunter Market Reports, Supplies
Treasurer State of NH, Supplies
Treasurer State of NH, Supplies
Marion Office Products, Supplies
VAC Corporation, Supplies




Precision Press, Town History Books
Acme Bookbinding, Town History Books
Precision Press, Newsletter
Postmaster, Newsletter
Marion Office Products, Newsletter
Michael Zorawowicz, Newsletter
Dollard Associates, Tax Map Update
Paula Marzloff, Town Outing
POLICE
Derry News, Advertising 3
Devine Systems, Computer





Treasurer State of NH, Radar
Stephen Babin, Radar
Treasurer State of NH, Radar "
C&B Electronics, Radio Maintenance
NH Retirement System, Retirement
NH Association of Chiefs, Subscriptions/Dues
IntL Assn. for Identification, Subscriptions/Dues
Lawyer Diary & Manual, Subscriptions/Dues
Butterworth, Subscriptions/Dues
New Hampshire Bar Association, Subscriptions/Dues
Natl. Assn. of Chiefs of Police, Subscriptions/Dues
Don M. Ely, Subscriptions/Dues
NH D.A.R.E. Officers Assn., Subscriptions/Dues
Rockingham County Law, Subscriptions.'Dues
Data Research Inc., Subscriptions/Dues
Treasurer, State of NH, Subscriptions/Dues
New England Division of, Subscriptions/Dues
New England Telephone, Telephone
AT&T, Telephone






Best Western Fox Ridge Resort, Training
New England Division, Training
The Cliff House, Training




R. Paul Sanford, Witness Fees
Michael McGillen, Witness Fees
Jeffrey Harrington, Witness Fees
Gary Bartis, Witness Fees
Thomas Wickey, Witness Fees
AMBULANCE
Town of Derry, Derry Ambulance Service
FIRE
W.W. Grainger, Inc., Building Maint.
Robert Grenier, Building Maint.
LeBlanc's Hardware, Inc., Building Maint.
Allsafe and Lock Inc., Building Maint.
Treasurer State of NH, Building Maint.
Laliberte Septic Service, Building Maint.
Sundeen's Building Center, Building Maint.
Jim Trombly, Building Maint.
Derry Locksmith, Building Maint.
Bruce Phillips, Building Maint.
Dennis McCarthy, Building Maint.
Graybar Electric Co., Building Maint.
A Greener World, Inc., Building Maint.
M&D Roofing, Building Maint.
R.G. Tombs Door Co., Inc., Building Maint.
Derry Fire Department, Derry Dispatch
Auburn Supermarket II. Diesel
Manchester Water Works, Diesel
Joe Stacy Gen Cont., Inc., Dry Hydrants
C&S Specialty Inc., Dry Hydrants
Sundeen's Building Center, Dry Hydrants
Colonial Supply Corp., Dry Hydrants
J. H, Rolfe Construction Co., Dry Hydrants
Public Service of NH, Electric
C&S Specialty Inc., Equipment Maint.
Emergency Warning Systems, Equipment Maint.
435.25
PUFCO, Forestry Grant
Manchester Water Works, Gasoline
Auburn Supermarket, Gasoline
Viking Oil, Heating
C&S Specialty Inc., New Equipment
Emergency Warning Systems, New Equipment
Graybar Electric Co., New Equipment
Boston Coupling Co., Inc., New Equipment
Wajax-Paclfic Fire Equip., Inc., New Equipment
PUFCO, New Equipment
Emergency Warning Systems, New Radios
C&B Electronics, New Radios
Ossipee Mountain Electronics, New Radios
Wayne Perkins, New Radios
C&S Specialty Inc., Occup. Health & Safety
B&S Industries, Occup. Health & Safety
Lab Safety Supply, Occup. Health & Safety
St. Joseph Hospital, Occup. Health & Safety
Bioran (Medical Laboratory, Occup. Health & Safety
Good Morning Sales, Inc., Office Cleaning/Supplies
Robert Grenier, Office Cleaning/Supplies
NE Assoc, of Fire Chiefs, Office Cleaning/Supplies
Dan Lawrence, Office Cleaning/Supplies
Auburn Supermarket, Office Cleaning/Supplies
Union Leader Corporation, Office Cleaning/Supplies
Bruce Phillips, Office Cleaning/Supplies
National Fire Protection Assoc, Office Cleaning/Supplies
National Volunteer Fire Council, Office Cleaning/Supplies
Border Area Mutual, Office Cleaning/Supplies
Granite State Stamps, Office Cleaning/Supplies
James Thompson, Office Cleaning/Supplies
Advanced Maint. Products, Office Cleaning/Supplies
National Fire Codes, Office Cleaning/Supplies
Paul Blais, Office Cleaning/Supplies
Ronald Geoffrey, Office Cleaning/Supplies
Stephanie Hoffacker, Office Cleaning/Supplies
Office Max Inc., Office Cleaning/Supplies
NH Assoc, of Fire Chiefs, Office Cleaning/Supplies
Bill Wright, Office Cleaning/Supplies
C&S Specialty Inc., Protective Clothing
Emergency VVarnlng Systems, Protective Clothing
B&S Industries, Protective Clothing
Magson of Northern New England, Protective Clothing
Emergency Warning Systems, Radio Repair
C&B Electronics, Radio Repair
Motorola New York Pager Repair, Radio Repair
Cen-Com, Radio Repair
Northeast Air Gas Inc., Rescue Supplies
Auburn Supermarket, Rescue Supplies
Bruce Phillips, Rescue Supplies
First Aid Home Care, Rescue Supplies
James Thompson, Rescue Supplies
Cellular One, Rescue Supplies
Gill Distributing Co., Rescue Supplies
Auburn Supermarket, Rescue Training
The Fire Barn, Rescue Training
NH Fire Standards & Training, Rescue Training
Amy VelluccI, Rescue Training
W. W. Grainger, Inc., Rescue/New Equipment
C&S Specialty, Inc., Rescue/New Equipment
Emergency Warning Systems, Rescue/New Equipment
C&B Electronics, Rescue/New Equipment
First Aid Home Care, Rescue/New Equipment
B&S Industries, Rescue/New Equipment
Gill Distributing Co., Rescue/New Equipment




Emergency One Inc., Truck Lease/Purchase J
Kar Products, Truck Maintenance
Sanel Auto Parts, Truck Maintenance
127.53
Viking Oil, Fuel Loader
Dan Carpenter, Inc.
C & J Trucking Co., Inc., Hauling
NHMA Health Insurance Trust, Health Insurance
First NH Bank, Medicare




C. D. Boilerworks, Inc., Repairs
Yankee Industrial Truck Corp., Repairs
Howard Preston, Seminars
Treasurer State of NH, Seminars
Kenneth Smith, Seminars
Joe Stacy Gen. Cont., Inc., Site Work
Tamchar, Inc., Site Work
W. W. Grainger Inc., Supplies
Belmont Springs Water Co., Inc., Supplies
Candia Auto Parts, Supplies
Treasurer State of NH, Supplies
LaChance Time Recorder Co., Supplies
Fox Compactor Distributors, Supplies
Candia Lumber and Hardware, Supplies
Harry Stoller & Co., Inc., Supplies
New England Telephone, Telephone
AT&T, Telephone
J. Schwartz, Tipping Fees
Advanced Recycling Inc., Tipping Fees
Browning-Ferris Industries, Tipping Fees
TIRES, Tires




Manchester Water Works, Water Hydrants
PEST CONTROL
Auburn Supermarket, Animal Supplies
Metromedia Paging Service, Animal Supplies
Jarlene Cornett, Animal Supplies
Pawtuckaway Veterinary Clinic, Animal Supplies
R. C. Steele, Animal Supplies
Candray Kennels, Boarding Dogs
Jarlene Cornett, Boarding Dogs
Lockridge Animal Hospital, Boarding Dogs
Dr. George F. Mercier, Boarding Dogs
Russell Animal Hospital, Boarding Dogs
Trend Business Forms, Dog Tags
First NH Bank, FICA
Internal Revenue Service Ctr., FICA
First NH Bank, Medicare
Internal Revenue Service Ctr., Medicare
Jarlene Cornett, Mileage
Treasurer State of NH, State of NH License Fees
HEALTH AGENCIES AND HOSPITAL






Dave Reid & Sons Trucking, Appletree Park Impr.
Dave's Septic Service Inc., Chemical Toilets
First NH Bank, FICA
Dan Carpenter, Inc., Garbage Removal
631.07
Comparative Statement of Appropriations
Treasurer's Report
SUMMARY
Report of the Treasurer
Griffin Free Public Library
January 1 , 1 993 - December 31 , 1 993
RECEIPTS
Balance brought fonA/ard 1/1/93
Received from Town $21 ,662.00
Received from Trust Funds 1 17.77
Received from Brewer Fuel (Refunds) 79.32
Received from Fine Account 251 .08
Received from Sale of Books 28.06
Donation from Rockingfiam Herb. Soc. 321.00













Membership Dues & Fees
Periodicals
To Fine Account (to open account)
College of Life Long Learning
Swain Plumbing & Heating (Furnaces)




Research on New Building
Sue Wood-Cleaning
Nancy Hanger-Interim Librarian












































Report of the Trustees
Griffin Free Public Library
Circulation: Adult 1 ,879, Juvenile 4,567, Misc. Other 478
Library Hours: Tuesday & Friday 10:00 to 5:00, Wednesday and
Thursday 12:30 to 8:00.
The library has seen significant changes over the last year. Our
new Librarian, Edie Cummings deserves a lot of the credit. Her
warm, friendly attitude has made the library a nice place to visit
and stay a while. As a result, more of our residents have discov-
ered the treasures it contains and our circulation has quadrupled.
Changes in the library itself have also made an impact. A great
beginning was the addition of a new, clean, energy-efficient
heating system. It's warm! We had it cleaned from top to bottom
and evicted bats and their odiferous leavings from our belfry.
When the generosity of our citizens overwhelmed our shelfspace
with donated books, we purchased new shelving which makes
better use of the 450 square feet available for library use. Edie
then began the formidable task of putting the library in order to
make them readily accessible. It soon became clear that our
lighting was inadequate so we improved again. In the process we
added a ceiling fan to help circulate the air. For the welfare of our
librarian and the occasional patron, we contracted for portable
sanitary facilities and added a bubbler. No indoor plumbing is still
inconvenient, but included in the plans for a new building are
provisions to correct that problem. Other new furniture includes a
larger work table, a donated desk and expanded carpeted area.
Added services include continued access to the Inter-Library Loan
system ensuring that our residents have access to books not in our
library: enhanced subscription to a book leasing service which
means that the newest books are available to our patrons. We
have passes to the Christa McAuliffe Planetarium (thanks to the
Friends of the Library) and the Currier Museum. Programs for
children include continuing children's story hour as well as other
reading programs. Other services include free tax return prepara-
tion assistance through the IRS VITA program and periodic
activities sponsored by the New Hampshire Humanities Council.
Respectfully submitted,



















Summary of Tax Warrants
January 1 , 1 993 to December 31,1 993
DEBITS































Summary of Tax Lien Accounts
DEBITS

















Report of the Treasurer
Auburn Village Cemetery
January 1, 1993 through December 31, 1993
RECEIPTS
Balance brought forward 1/1'93
RECEIPTS FROM SALE OF LOTS:





















David S. Griffin, Treasurer
$6,032.26
$23,522.54
Union Leader Corp. (Flag)
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
The Zoning Board of Adjustment meets on demand at the Town Hall the third Tuesday of each month. Requests for a hearing are made to th(
Zoning Officer. During 1 993 the Board held four hearings, two for Variances and two for recognition of a non-conforming lot. The hearings are
open to the public, and are posted and advertised in the Union Leader. Minutes of the hearings are posted at the Town Hall for public review.
I wish to express my appreciation to the Board members for the time and effort expended in the Town's benefit.
Ernest Culien, Chairman
(Resigned December 1993)
MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Ernest Culien, Chairman
Albert Samson, Vice Chairman
Louis Gamache
Charles Worster
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THE AUBURN SCHOOL DISTRICT








Mitchell P. Henley, Chairman Term Expires 1994
David Canedy Term Expires 1995
Kenneth Rhodes Term Expires 1996
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Dr. Paul A. Pillion
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90 Farmer Road




State of New Hampshire
School Warrant for
Election of Officers
To the inhabitants of the Scht)ol District, in the Town
of Auburn, New Hampshire, quahfied to vote in
District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Auburn Village
School in said District, on the eighth day of March,
1994, at seven o'clock in the morning, to act upon the
following subject:
1. To choose a member of the School Board for the
ensuing three years.
The polls will remain open from seven o'clock in the
forenoon until seven o'clock in the afternoon and as
much longer thereafter as the voters of the School
District, at the beginning of the meeting, may vote.
Given under our hands and seal at said Auburn, New
Hampshire, this 12th day of January, 1994.
School Board of Auburn, New I-lampshire
Mitchell P. Henley, Chairman
David Canedy
Kenneth Rhodes
(1) To hear the report of agents, auditors and
committees or officers chosen and pass any vote
relating thereto.
(2) To see if the District will vote pursuant to RSA
195:18 to establish a Cooperative School District Plan-
ning Committee of three (3) qualified voters, ofwhom at
least one shall be a member of the school board, and to
direct the Moderator to appoint the three (3) members to
serve on that Committee, or to take any other action
related hereto. (Majority vote required.)
(3) To see ifthe District will vote to raise and appropri-
ate the sum of thirty-three thousand five hundred dol-
lars ($33,500) for the purpose of paying for engineering,
architectural and associated costs related to studies of
potential sites for a new school facility. This will be a
non-lapsingaccountper RSA32:3, VI, and will not lapse
until the intended purpose ofthis article is met or in two
years, whichever is less. The school board recommends
thisappropriation. Approved by the Budget Committee.
(Majority vote required.)
(4) To see what sum of money the District will vote to
raise and appropriate for the support of schools, for the
payment of salaries and benefits for School District
officials and agents other than benefit and salary in-
creases to teachers, and for the payment of statutory
obligations of the District. (Majority vote required.)
(5) To transact any other business that may legally
come before this meeting.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AND SEAL AT SAID






State of New Hampshire
Mitchell P. Henley, Chairman
David Canedy
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE SCHOOL DIS-
TRICT, IN THE TOWN OF AUBURN, NEW HAMP-
SHIRE, QUALIFIED TO VOTE IN DISTRICT
AFFAIRS:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Auburn
Village School in said District, on the 11th day of
March 1994, at seven o'clock in the evening, to act
upon the following subjects: A-4
Kenneth Rhodes
Auburn School District Meeting
March 12, 1993
The Auburn School District Meeting was called to order
at 8 PM on March 12, 1993 by Alex Komaridis,
Moderator.
Article 1: To hear the report of agents, auditors and
committees or officers chosen and pass any vote relating
thereto.
Kenneth Rhodes moved Article 1 as printed in the
Warrant. Second by David Canedy.
David Canedy expressed thanks to Herbert Tardiff for
his service on the School Board and to the many
volunteers that had served throughout the past year.
Mr. Canedy also reported on the condition of the school
and many events that have taken place over the past
year.
A vote on Article 1 was not taken due to no discussion on
that Article.
Article 2: To see if the District will vote to approve
the cost items included in the collective bargaining
agreement reached between the Auburn School Board
and the Auburn Education Association which calls for




and further, to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,469
for the 1993-94 fiscal year, such sum representing the
additional costs attributed to the increase in salaries
and benefits over those paid in the prior fiscal year.
Mitchell Henley moved that article 2 be adopted as
written. Second by David Canedy. Vote was taken and
Article 2 was passed.
Article 3: To see what sum of money the District will
vote to raise and appropriate for the support of schools,
for the payment of salaries and benefits for School
District Officials and agents other than benefit and
salary increases to teachers, and for the payment of
statutory obligations of the District.
Chairman of the Budget Committee, James Headd,
made motion to accept the budget figure of $4,228,975.00
Second by William Wocxl. There was no discussion on
Article 3. Vote was taken and Article 3 passed.
Bruce Phillips motioned to adjourn. Second by Paul








School Board for 3 years
Kenneth Rhodes










Graduatum exercises were held on June 22, 1993, with
51 students receiving diplomas. The guest speaker was
Laura Milne. Honor speakers were Heather Moher,
Monica Clement, and Bobbi Kofler. Department
Awards went to Bobbi Kofler, Social Studies, Monica
Clement, Science, Heather Moher, English and
Mathematics. The Honor Student Award was
presented to Heather Moher. The PTA Most Improved
was presented to Angela Borun, and the Millie Preston
Service Award was presented to Carrie Lopes. The
Auburn School Board Citizen Award was given to
Monica Clement. The American Legion School Medal
Awards were presented to Samantha Belanger and
Stephen Tamagna. The Auburn Education Association
Teacher Appreciation Award was given to Lindsay
Dutton and Matthew Steams.
The Millie Preston Scholarship Award was presented
to John McCarthy who will be attending the University
of New Hampshire. Two Marion Heald Memorial
Scholarship Awards were presented. The first award
was presented to Kim Derepentigny and the second
award was given to Jason Lacombe.
A new mathematics curriculum has been adopted and
will be implemented during the 1993-94 school year.
This new curriculum will attempt to meet the
Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School
Mathematics issued by the National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM). The Standards
specify that the mathematics curriculum should
emphasize problem solving, communicating about
mathematics, and making connections between math
topics. It advises the students have hands-on
experiences; use manipulatives, calculators, and
computers; and working cooperative groups. It also
broadens the traditional scope of mathematics topics
studied to include more statistics and probability.
We continue to implement our technology plan in
appropriate steps to iasure that Auburn students have
access to appropriate technology that will help give
access to the tools of the future.
The card catalog has been computerized completing our
goal to computerize the management system in the
library.
We have connected five additional computers to the
network and added two CD ROM units that give
students access to Comptons Multi-media Encyclopedia,
the World atlas and the U.S. Atlas for research. We
are also ready to interface with the area High School
libraries when the time comes and other outside
resources that will be available to us.
A satellite dish and receiver was purchased through a
grant that will provide us with another tool to
broadened the educational opportunities for Auburn
students. 1 hope to use this tool to bring foreign
language instruction to the students in the upper grade
levels.
1 appreciate and am thankful for the many outstanding
contributions that the PTA makes to our school. I
encourage all parents and teachers to become an active
member. Special recognition goes to PTA Officers and
committee members for the leadership they have
provided to make events they sponsor so successful.
I also want to extend my appreciation to the Auburn
School Board, members of the community, the school
staff, and the school volunteers for their efforts and




Plodzik & Sanderson Professional Association
193 North Main street Concord, N.H. 03301 (603) 225-6996
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT ON FINANCIAL PRESENTATION
To the Members oi the School Board
Auhurn School District
Auburn, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompany! lit; j^eneral purpose financial statements of the Auburn School District as of and for
the year ended June 30, 1993, as listed in the table of contents. These general purpose financial statements are the
responsibility of the School District's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these general purpose
financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in acccM'dance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those standards require that we
plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the general purpose financial statements are
free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and
disclosures in the general purpose financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used
and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall general purpose financial statement
presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
As described in Note IB, the general purpose financial statements referred to above do not include the General Fixed
Assets Account Group, which should be included to conform with generally accepted accounting principles. The amount
that should be recorded in the General Fixed Assets Account Group is not known.
hn>ur opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the omission described in the preceding paragraph,
the general purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial
position tif the Auburn School District as of June 30, 1993, and the results of its operations for the year then ended in
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general purpose financial statements taken as a whole.
The combining and individual fund financial statements listed in the table of contents are presented for purposes of
additional analysis and are not a required part of the general purpose financial statements of the Auburn School
District. Such information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the general purpose
financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly presented in all material respects in relation to the general purpose
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BUDGET FORM FOR SCHOOL DISTRICTS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED
THE PROVISIONS OF THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET LAW
For The Fiscal Year Ended June 30.. 19_95_
BUDGET OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT
AUBURN
, N.H.
(Please sign In Ink)
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE SCHOOL WARRANT
(seeRSA197:5-a)
IMPORTANT: Please read the new RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities.
It requires this budget be prepared on a "gross" basis, showing all revenues and appropriations. At least one public hearing must be
held on this budget.
When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be placed on file with the district clerk, and a








Superintendent's Report 1992 - 1993
Mission Statement of the Auburn School District
To inspire all of our students and to develop the potential of each student to be a
responsible, knowledgeable, thinking human being by providing a dynamic environment
devoted to excellence, the joy of learning, and the worth of the individual.
We believe :
Public education has value.
Education is the responsibility of the entire community.
Each individual has value.
Each individual needs to feel self-zuorth.
We need to respect and be responsive to individuality.
Individuals with differing backgrounds and talents need to learn to work together.
Each individual needs to develop responsibility for self and community.
High expectations for each individual are necessary for effective schools.
A responsible and knoivledgeable citizenry is the basis for our democratic society.
There are joys and rexvards in learning.
Learning is a continuous process.
Knowledge, without loisdom, has little value.
1 am pleased to have this opportunity to introduce
myself to the citizens of Auburn as your new
Superintendent. Rather than use this report to look
back over the accomphshments of the past year, I
would hke to look ahead to the long-range planning
initiatives we will be undertaking shortly.
1 hope you will take a few minutes to consider the ideas
contained in our district's Mission Statement. As we
stand at the threshold of the 21st century, we have an
obligation to see to it that we are preparing our
youngsters to flourish in a rapidly changing world. Our
young people must acquire and master new skills and
competencies if they, as individuals and we, as a
society are to continue to be competitive and successful.
If you were to compare the competencies that were
considered essential for our students twenty years ago
with the competencies needed today, you would see a
startling change. Essential skills today include the
ability to function as part of a team, the ability to not
only acquire information, but interpret, evaluate, and
apply it, and the ability to think about information in
new ways. In short, our students must be self-directed
learners, collaborative workers, complex thinkers,
community contributors, and quality producers.
The Auburn School District's Mission Statement was
drafted to serve as a focus for our work with children.
To insure success, our mission statement must come to
life. The first step in meeting this challenge is to agree
as a school community on what we want to be, on what
we expect, and to clearly articulate both. It is crucial
that we collaborate with business, educational leaders,
social agencies, parents, and community members in
forming partnerships for the benefit of all of our
learners. It is a task that involves everyone. By
focusing our time, energy and resources on the
fulfillment of our Mission Statement, we will be
preparing our learners to be our next generation of
successful citizens.
As we begin the process of operationalizing the Auburn
School's Mission Statement, it is my hope that this
project will be viewed as one of the most inclusive and
important tasks that any of us will undertake. We will
not be "tinkering around the edges." Rather, we will be
undertaking a process of systemic change that will
ultimately drive every initiative, curriculum, and
activity in our district. As a community it is essential
that we all have the opportunity to contribute our
ideas and talents to the improvement of our educational
system. I look forward to working with you in the
months ahead on this most important project.
Respectfully submitted.
Paul A. Pillion, Ed.D.
Superintendent of Schools
A-12
School Board Chairman's Report
I roali/o that traditionally, this report is used to reflect on the the past year, but I am finding it difficult to separate
where one year ends and the next one starts. When 1 look at both our school and our students, it is easy to notice a
nunnber of differences from one year to the next. It is a simple task to discuss books and software purchased, carpeting
replaced, or that we have a greater representation on high school honor rolls. What is more difficult is seeing a
broader overall picture, contrasting our past, present, and hoped-for future conditions. This picture needs to be seen
through eyes that are realistic as well as, philosophic.
Philosophically we are taught that public education is free and realistically we know that nothing is free. In 1779,
Thomas Jefferson introduced to the Virginia Legislature his "Bill for the More General Diffusion of Knowledge." This
legislation expressed Jefferson's philosophy that the primary purpose of education was to create a responsible and
informed democratic society. The knowledge and understanding necessary to exercise the responsibilities of citizenship
were to be made available to all, at a common expense to all. While public education is hardly free, we must look at it
as the single most important long-term investment our community will make. It represents our insurance that our next
generation of students will grow to become productive citizens and contributing members of our community. Through our
work with Auburn's youngsters today, we are building the communities of the future. We must also realize that like
any other investment, we must be patient in assessing our return.
As the education of a child is a process to be measured over time, so is the process of providing a safe, healthy, and
educationally efficient school building. A number of initiatives have been undertaken to provide the children of
Auburn with a clean, healthy, and up-to-date learning environment. The installation of air exchangers, removal of
several areas of vapor barrier, replacement of deteriorating carpet, and replacement of classroom fixtures all served to
improve the overall air and health quality within the Auburn Village School. By increasing the computer and media
networking capabilities of our school, we have broadened the range of educational opportunities and technology
available to our students. While on the surface these items may appear to be little more than routine maintenance
items, they all contribute to our long-term goal of providing the best educational facility that we can.
The School Board and administration view the programs and practices in our school to be "works in progress". We
strive to look not only at how things are operating today, but how we would like them to function tomorrow. Two years
ago, a new discipline program was created and implemented at Village School. Ever mindful of the changing needs of
our students, families, and teachers we have convened a new group to analyze how things are working and to see if
there may be new areas we need to address. We see this as part of the evolutionary nature of our school, and indicative
of it's desire and willingness to constantly seek better ways of doing things. This is also reflected in our Technology
program. The acquisition of networking capability, hardware, software, distance learning facilities, and teacher
training continue to be priorities for our school in better preparing our students for the future. Even as computer
hardware continues to change and improve, so will our efforts to provide our students with the most appropriate and
useful educational technology.
In order to bring the whole picture of our educational efforts into sharper focus, we will be undertaking the process of
developing a long range plan for the Auburn School District. We hope to embark on a process designed to involve
parents, educators, and community members in determining our future course. It is our sincere hope that as we begin this
process, you will make a commitment to join us in evaluating where we as an educational community are, and where we
hope to go. As Jefferson reminded us so eloquently so many years ago, educating our young requires everyone's efforts if
we are to achieve the community of responsible citizens we all hope for.
My fellow members of the Aubum School Board and I would like to express our gratitude to you for your generous
personal and financial support of our school. The tradition of educational excellence that is carried on at the Auburn
Village School is reflective of a caring community that has consistently shown the high value it places on educating its









William Estey Asst. Principal
Christina Farrah Coordinator of
Special Education Services
Babcock, Kathleen Aide
Blampied, Pamela Physical Ed.
Boucher, Gail Grade 6
Brobst, Susan Transportation
Carbonneau, Kimberly Grade 1
Chenoweth, Colleen Grade 5
Chouinard, Jean Grade 1
Ciempa, John Maintenance Supervisor
Cleary, Debra Lunch Aide





Farmer, Ann Grade 1
Fitzpatrick, Jean Resource Room




Goss, Brian Industrial Arts
Gosselin, Carol Grade 4
Greeley, Jill Language Arts 7&8
Grenier, Shirley Lunch Aide
Griffin, Richard Social Studies 7&8
Hannon, Mary Ellen Grade 3
Hayward, Thomas Mathematics 7&8
Hill, James Custodian
Hoffacker, Janet Transportation
Johnson, Kathleen Resource Room
Johnson, Mary Language Arts 7&:8
Kaake, Cheryl Grade 6
Keif, Nell Grade 5
Komaridis, Eva Transportation
Koufopoulos, Therese Secretary
Kursewicz, Lynn Grade 2
Latvis, Louise Art
Latuch, Lorraine Lunch Aide
Lavoie, Terri Aide
Marcotte, Joan Grade 5
Martin, Bonnie Secretary
Martineau, Diane Chapter 1 Spec.
McCarthy, Melissa Lunch Director
McHugh, Linda Reading Spec.
Metes, Sandra Gifted & Talented
Morgan, Nancy Transportation
Nikin, Carol Grade 6
Petuck, Pamela Music
Pinard, Cynthia Grade 3
Poirier, Linda Grade 4
Poirier, Lisa Resource Room
Remeysen, Marguerite Home Arts
Roggenbuck, Kathleen Grade 6
Schreiber, Constance Transportation
St. Pierre-Morin, Doris Grade 4
Smith, Sherri Grade 2
Stone, Cynthia Resource Room
Swanney, David Custodian






Staff Salaries 1993 - 94
Bourque, R., Principal $51,521.
Estey, W., Asst. Principal $45,186.
Farrah, C, SPED. Coordinator $34,342.
Verryt, A., Nurse $21,115.
Wilusz,J., Media Generalist $27,010.
A-14
School Administrative Unit #15
Salaries
Fiscal Year 1992-93
Superintendent of Schools' Salary Breakdown by














Assist. Superintendent of Schools' Salary Breakdown
















1993-94 Staff Salary Schedule
# Staff On Each Step
SALARY / # STAFF ON EACH STEP





Auburn 92-93 Vendor History
1230 ACADEMIC THERAPY
0165 ACFAST
1810 ACME BOOKBINDING CO.
0008 ADDISON WESLEY
2085 ADVANCED MAINT.




1155 AIR PURCHASES OF NH
0493 AJ CONTRACTING
(M72 ALL MAKES SEW & VAC
1751 PATRICIA ALLARD
0306 ALPHA BITS LEARNING
0080 AMERICAN GIRL SUBSCR
2108 AMERICAN LIBRARY
1480 AMERICAN SCHOOL PUBL.
0019 AMERICAN SCHOOL BOARD
1647 AMERICAN SPEEDY PRINT.
0149 AMERICAN TOOL RENTAL
0313 LYNNANDRUS
1139 APPUED ENGINEERING
0259 ASAP NEW ENGLAND




0424 AUBURN FUND RAISING
1227 AUBURN HOT LUNCH
0371 TREASURER - AUBURN
1341 AUBURN SUPERMARKET
0028 AUBURN SUPERMARKET II
1565 AWARD EMBLEM
0032 BAIN PEST CONTROL
0130 BALSAM ENVIRONMENTAL
0034 BANK OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
0113 CAROLINE BARLOW
1062 R. JOFFREE BARRNETr,M.D.
1168 JANEBATTS
0261 JANEBEAULIEU
0002 BLUE CROSS/ BLUE SHIELD







0713 CENTER/ APPLIED RESEARCH
0025 CHEERLEADER/TEAMMATES
1741 R.R.BOWKER










Cash on hand, July 1, 1992 $1,889.38
Revenue from Federal/State sources $15,405.00
Revenue from all other sources $65,736.42
Total Receipts $ 83,030.80
Total amount available for fiscal year $ 83.030.80
Less School Board orders paid $ 79.707.62




GradeR 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total
19 69 64 66 67 66 71 83 65 564
HIGH SCHOOL
Grade 9 10 11
Manchester 18 19 21
Estimated
Tuition
































































# Pupils Tuition Cost
Manchester Schools
The Auburn Planning Board
The voters of Auburn approved all of tfie 1993 Warrant Articles proposed by the Auburn Planning Board. The article amendments
pertained to changes in the Zoning Ordinances. The 1 994 ballot will be void of any proposed changes as the Planning Board has worked
diligently throughout the years, maintaining a constant review and update of these critical regulations.
The Planning Board garnered their share of newspaper headlines while considering the following cases. Mr. Arthur McConnachie
appeared before the Board proposing to construct and operate a commercial pig farm off Silver Hill Road. The Planning Board has met on
numerous occasions with the applicant and has met in a worksession with an agent of the U.S. Soils Conservation Commission/
Rockingham County. The Planning Board also met with town engineers, disgruntled residents and the developers of the residential subdivi-
sion known as Heathenwoods. Site walks and worksessions were held to resolve drainage problems in this northerly located development.
The New [Hampshire Audubon Society met with the Board, area residents and representatives of the Manchester Water Works to discuss
the construction and operation of an educational facility off Deerneck Lane. Chip Krause of CMK Architects met with the Planning Board to
discuss proposals in the expansion of the Griffin Library.
Finally, the Planning Board accepted with regrets the resignations of two members. Donna Quinn and Deborah Anderson and welcomed
Board of Selectmen Representative, Charles Kellett as well as new alternate members Robert Raymond, Linda Flight and Marc Bellerose.
SITE PLAN REVIEW APPROVALS












GWEN & WALTER DESMARAIS
(MAPLE FARM ESTATES)
Final Residential Subdivision Approval
Off Morgen Drive












ELMER PEASE/SILVER POINT DEVELOPMENT
Site Plan Review




Southern New Hampshire Planning Commission
The Southern New Hampshire Planning Commission has a wide range of services and resources available to help the dues-paying
members deal with a variety of municipal issues. Technical assistance is provided by a professional staff whose expertise is, when neces-
sary, supplemented by consultants who are selected for their specialized sl^ills or services. Each year, with the approval of your appointed
representatives, the Commission staff designs and carries out programs of area-wide significance that are mandated under New Hampshire
and federal laws or regulations, as well as local or site-specific projects which would pertain more exclusively to your community.
Technical assistance is provided in a professional and timely manner by staff at the request of your Planning Board, Conservation
Commission, Board of Selectmen, and various municipal department heads. The Commission conducts planning studies and carries out
projects that are of common interest and benefit to all member communities, keeps your officials apprised of changes in planning and land
use regulation, and offers training workshops for Planning and Zoning Board members on an annual basis.
Services that were performed for the Town of Auburn during the past year are as follows:
1
.
Co-sponsored the Municipal Law Lecture meetings. These meetings were attended by Auburn officials.
2. Conducted a six-hour training workshop for the planning board members. The Auburn Planning and Zoning boards were invited to that
workshop.
3. Local assistance was provided in an attempt to find the proper definition of "normal agricultural operation."
4. Conducted traffic counts on several locations in the Town of Auburn.
5. Prepared town wetland maps. The source data for these maps were processed by NH GRANIT from USGS, Landsat thematic cover-
ages and Soil Conservation Service data. The Commission printed the maps and forwarded copies to the town.
6. Provided a set of maps issued in 1986 when the Federal Emergency Management Administration converted Auburn from the emer-
gency to the regular program.
7. Provided a draft copy of the "Capital Improvement Program Handbook" for its use by the Planning Board.
Auburn's Representatives to the Commission are:
C. Stoney Worster
Vacant
Executive Committee Member: C. Stoney Worster
30
Building Inspector Report 1993
Having been appointed Building Inspector/Zoning Administrator in
March 1 993, the year has proved interesting, exciting and educational
for me in my first ten months of service to you, the citizens of Auburn.
It has been a very active year. A total of one hundred-forty six(146)
permits were issued. Thirty-one (31) new single family homes were
constructed. One (1 ) fire-destroyed home was rebuilt.
Total revenue generated this year amounted to Fifteen Thousand
Three Hundred Forty-Five Dollars and Ninety-Nine Cents.
($15,345.99).





































The Visiting Nurse Association has been providing the residents
of Auburn with a full range of home health services since 1965.
The VNA Board of Trustees and staff take this opportunity to
reaffirm our commitment to excellence in health care, and to the
provision of services designed to ensure that being cared for at
home is safe, comfortable, convenient, and cost-effective.
The formal affiliation established in November 1 992 between the
Visiting Nurse Association of Manchester & Southern New
Hampshire, Inc. and Fidelity Health Alliance has strengthened the
overall relationship between members involved in this agreement.
It has also enabled the various entities to work more cohesively
towards our end goal of providing continuity and excellence of care
of all of our clients.
In June 1993, employees, members of the Board of Trustees,
volunteers, and local vendors pooled resources to organize our
first Hospice Wine Tasting fundraiser. The outdoor garden
festivities were held at the Bedford home of Dr. & Mrs. David
Charlesworth where guests were introduced or reacquainted with
the VNA Hospice Program which provides warm, supportive care
to terminally ill individuals and their families in the comfort of their
own home.
Several open houses held in October marked completion of the
construction/renovation of the VNA Child Care Center, 435 South
Main Street, Manchester. With the new 7,500 square foot addition,
the Center is licensed to serve 229 children, ages six weeks to 13
years. On behalf of the Board of Trustees, staff, and families we
serve, we would like to thank all of the individuals and businesses
who made our dream of meeting the overwhelming need for
affordable, high quality child care a reality.
Home care and community health services are provided through
the following VNA affiliates:
VNA Home Health & Hospice Services, Inc. is Medicare and
Medicaid certified, providing intravenous and enteral therapies;
skilled nursing care; physical, occupational and speech/language
therapies; nutritional counseling and medical social services;
certified home health aides; hospice care for the terminally ill; long-
term care for the elderly and handicapped; and volunteers. A
medical loan supply closet is also available for those patients
under our care.
VNA Personal Services, Inc. provides private duty nurses,
certified home health aides, homemakers, companions, personal
care assistants, and child care in the home.
VNA Community Services, Inc. provides free monthly Immuni-
zation Clinics for all age groups as well as Free Blood Pressure
screenings. Watch your local newspaper for dates and locations.
Foot Care Clinics are held monthly at our 1850 Elm Street office by
appointment and Blood Pressure Checks are held weekdays from
1 :30-4:00 p.m. Occupational Health programs are conducted on
site for business and industry. Parent-Child Health Services
include the Teenage Pregnancy Program, Parent-Baby
(ad)Venture Program for children at risk of abuse and neglect, and
the Child Care Connection for child care providers.
VNA Child Care Center provides a full range of state-licensed
child care and early education programs tailored to meet each
child's needs. Programs include Infant/Toddler (ages 6 weeks to
36 months); Preschool (ages 3-5); and Kindergarten (age 5). The
Center also provides before and after school programs for children
grades 1 through 6 with special full day programs during holidays
or school closings. As needed, the VNA also offers families a
continuum of coordinated health and social services, both directly
from the VNA and through working arrangements with other
community resources.
Town appropriations, grants, United Way allocations, and
donations are a vital part of the funds that help to defray the cost of
unpaid services. Representative of the town of Auburn serving on






The year 1993, like previous years, has proved to be a busy and
productive year for the Auburn Police Department. The first day of
1993, Auburn was the sight of the first fatality in the State with the
death of a pedestrian on Route 101. In the spring and early
summer this department made four arrests for burglary, four
arrests for receiving stolen property and an arrest on three counts
of felonious sexual assault. We arrested four for contributing to the
delinquency of a minor, with eleven taken into protective custody.
All this in an eight week period! The two major cases we had in
Superior Court, second degree assault and negligent homicide,
both pled guilty and will be serving jail time. This department also
brought eleven felony cases to Rockingham Superior Court for
indictment before the Grand Jury in 1 993.
Our personnel has seen changes in 1993. Full time officer R.
Paul Sanford resigned from the department. Michael McGillen and
Jeffrey Harrington completed the ten week course for police
officers at Police Standards and Training Council in Concord.
Harrington completed this course on his own with no cost to the
Town. Scott Tardiff completed the part-time school in Apnl of 1 993.
Dan Goonan joined the department certified by Hillsboro County
Sheriffs Department in September and Lloyd Doughty resigned to
take a full-time position with the Manchester Police Department. In
June, Marie Libby resigned with almost five years of service and
was replaced with Dona Davis of Auburn. Our current roster is as
follows:
Edward Picard, Chief (FT)
Donald Eaton, Lieutenant (PT)
David Flight, Patrolman (FT)
Michael McGillen, Patrolman (FT)
Gary Bartis, Patrolman (FT)
Thomas Wickey, Patrolman (PT)
Jeffrey Harrington, Patrolman (PT)
Mitchell Henley, Patrolman (PT)
Scott Tardiff, Patrolman (PT)
Daniel Goonan, Patrolman (PT)
Paula Page, Secretary (FT)
Dona Davis, Bookkeeper (FT)
The Auburn Police received two grants totaling $2,427.14 and
collected $1,171.00 in insurance requests for 1993.
Unfortunately the year ended as tragically as it began with the
death of a female juvenile in a horse drawn carriage accident.
In closing, we would like to thank you, the residents of Auburn,
for your continued support. It is with your help that this department
can continue to provide you with the courteous and professional






97 Accidents (2 DWI)
1185 Aids
119 Arrests (31 DWI)
29 Protective Custody
265 Bench Warrants Issued, Cancelled and Checked
1306 Incidents (Animals, Criminal and Non-Criminal)
78 Juvenile
31 Towed Motor Vehicles





The Highway Safety Committee has undergone many changes
and has been strengthened during the calendar year 1 993. The
Committee now meets regularly on the third Thursday of each
month at 7:30 p.m. in the Town Hall, with David Flight, Chair. All
meetings are open to the public. Auburn residents with concerns
for road safety, street and road signs, and road hazards may
appear before the Committee during any meeting or may make
their concerns known in writing. The Committee has addressed
and recommended to the Board of Selectmen concerns with
regard to the use of one-way streets, parking, street and road
signs, speed limitation signs, striping, barriers and guard rails, and
blind driveway signs. Developers have been requested to erect
proper street signs when the project is completed. The Committee
made recommendations regarding the intersections Raymond
Road and Eaton Hill Road, Rattlesnake Hill Road and Pingree Hill
Road, and Eaton Hill Road and Coleman Road, and has ad-
dressed known road hazards. The State has mandated an
enhanced 9-1-1 system to be in place by July 1 995. One of the
conditions is the elimination of same and confusing street names.
The Committee has checked if each street in Auburn is named and
is checking on those street names which are the same or similar.
When this overview has been completed, a public hearing will be
held (in 1 994) to request input from the community for renaming
these streets.
Location of street and road signs are in process to be put on
computer. Road hazards have been categorized and are also in
process to be put on computer. The Committee is looking forward
to a successful and active year in 1994 with many improvements in






House Check Information Report







PERSON TO CALL IN EMERGENCY:
PHONE NUMBER:










Report of the Auburn
Volunteer Fire Department





29 mutual aid given
6 electrical problems
5 power lines down
4 false alarms




2 hazardous material incidents
40 motor vehicle accidents
92 in-house rescues




This represents an increase of 99 calls over the 1992 totals.
All apparatus and equipment, buildings and grounds are
maintained by fire department personnel. Smooth operation of
departmental matters and policies are conducted by fire officers
and active committees. All members are volunteers, dedicated,
well trained and well qualified. As of December 6, 1993, depart-
ment members have donated the following:
531.1
Recreation Commission Report
THE YEAR 1993 IN REVIEW
In review, 1993 has been an active year for the Recreation
Commission. Projects started in the previous year were completed,
and programs were sponsored such as the Summer Program, the
After-School Ski Program, the Senior Trips, and Olde Home Days.
Improvements to the Sandy Acres Recreation Area and Appletree
Park were planned and executed. The Commission welcomed three
new Commissioners: Linda Flight who replaced Eileen McDonald
whose term expired; Ronald Fredette who replaced Bill McCrory
who moved out of state; and Linda Breault, replacing Amy Sullivan.
Signs for Sandy Acres Recreation Area have been ordered and will
be erected in early spring. Electricity was brought to the Recreation
Area and is ready for hook-up in the Les Emery Building. A T-ball
field, 50 ft. X 50 ft., has been approved and will be ready for spring
1 994, as well as additional basketball hoops to be installed for spring
1994.
For the children of Auburn, the Recreation Commission spon-
sored the soccer instructional program, run by the YMCA in the fall
for seven weeks, a basketball league, and a spring 1994 soccer
league. The Little League generously donated a set of bleachers
which can be used during baseball as well as soccer season. A
modest fee schedule for the use of the fields was approved by the
Board of Selectmen.
A long-range plan for the improvement of Appletree Park is being
developed and opportunities for grants for future development has
begun. Off-road parking places were completed. Input from the
Community and interested parties is sought in the long-range
planning.
The Ice Rink is in full use with the help of the Auburn Volunteer Fire
Department which fills and maintains the rink. Three additional
granite benches and additional lighting have been approved and will
be installed.
The After-School Ski Program started on January 6, 1993, and
ended on March 3, 1993. Fifty-two students and chaperones regis-
tered and enjoyed the lessons and skiing at Pat's Peak.
The Summer Program ran for five weeks, beginningJuly 12, 1993
through August 13, 1993. About 250 happy campers, ages 6-12,
participated plus four Junior Counselors and fifteen Counselors-in-
Training. These programs provide Auburn teens with on-the-job
training under the supervision of three experienced directors. The
Summer Program ran from Monday through Wednesday in the
school involving students in arts, crafts, and sports. Every Thursday
the campers participated in a fieldtrip, and on Friday they relaxed at
Calef Lake, made possible by the generosity of Bill Cooper, owner
of Calef Lake Camping grounds.
"Olde Home Days" on August 14, 1993, was a huge success
thanks to the untiring efforts of the Lions Club and especially Dick
Vinson who organized, coordinated, and ran this event. We are
fortunate that Dick, although not running the event in 1994, has
consented to support it.
The Auburn Senior Citizens took a spring trip to the Lake Sunapee
Area on May 24, 1993. After walking around and browsing the
Sunapee Harbor shops, they took a luncheon cruise of Lake Sunapee.
On the way back they visited the Franklin Pierce Homestead. The
Fall trip on October 7, 1993, took the senior citizens over country
roads with beautiful foliage, to York, Maine. There the senior citizens
visited the Nubble Lighthouse and afterwards enjoyed the "Great
Downeast Lobster Bake." After some sight-seeing in York, they took
the coastal route back to Auburn.
With three new Commissioners, the structure of the Commission
was changed slightly. Some projects have become too large to be
handled by one Commissioner. The new set-up was approved
during the November meeting and each Commissioner is now
headingthefollowing:CommissionerGaleButler-Christensen, Chair,
is in charge of the funds, budget, correspondence, overseeing
projects, and incidentals. Commissioner Linda Flight is in charge of
the After-School Ski Program and the Summer Program. Commis-
sioner Linda Breault is in charge of Appletree Park and the Ice Rink.
Commissioner Ronald Fredette is in charge of Sandy Acres Recre-
ation Area. The Recreation Commission as a whole will take charge
of "Olde Home Days" and the long-range planning.
The Recreation Commission is looking fonward to sponsor pro-
grams and activities for all residents of Auburn. Please contact any
of the Commissioners with your interests. The Commission always
enjoys new ideas as well as volunteers for the different activities.
The Recreation Commission thanks the volunteers for their contin-
ued support and it looks forward to serving the citizens of Auburn in




Births Registered in the Town of Auburn, NH




















































































































































Alfred A, Cilcius II
George P. Merrill























































































I certify that the above is correct according to the best of my knowledge and belief.
Nancy H. Gagnon, Town Clerk
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Marriages Recorded in the Town of Auburn, NH
for the Year Ending December 31, 1993
Date































Vincent William Kehoe, Jr.
Denis Isidore Pelletier




Charles James Blais III
Jonathan Lee Dollard
Robert Gene Forant










Thomas James Stanley, Jr.
Marc P. Gosselin




























































































I certify that the above is correct according to the best of my knowledge and belief.
Nancy H. Gagnon, Town Clerk
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Deaths Registered in the Town of Auburn, NH













































































I certify that the above is correct according to the best of my knowledge and belief.




10 KING STREET INC
BONETZKY, KATBLEEN
BONFANTI, CHARLES J. S FAITH E
BOFDEAU, BRADLEY H 1 JUDITH E
BORUli, HARK A 4 JEANNETTE
BOSSIE. ROBERT F '
BOSSIE, ROBERT F '
BOSSIE. ROBERT F »
BOSSIE. ROBERT F '
BOSSIE. ROBERT F •
BOSTON AND MAINE RAILROAD
BOUCHARD, LINDA D S RONALD J
BOUCHARD. MARK W S JACQUELINE A
BOUCHER, NORMAN R i BONNIE L
BOUCHER. WILLIAM P i ELEANOR R
BOURGEOIS. BENRY * JOAN D
BOURNIVAL. DAVID D i KATHY
BOURQUE. ALBERT A
BOURQUE. ALBERT A i YVONNE
BOUTILIER, ROBERT G S SANDRA T
BOWEN, BRIAN E 4 ALLISON D
BOWLES. JOHN G
BOWMAN. CHARLES S DUBOIS, RICHARD
BOWMAN. CHARLES F 4 BARBARA S
BOYCE. STEVEN R 4 LORRAINE M
BOYD-ROBERTSON. WILLIAM 4 DONNA C
BREAULT. GILLIS E





BRIEN. MICHAEL P 4 ELIZABETH ANNE
BRIEN, PHILIP E 4 PATRICIA •
BRIEN, PHILIP E 4 PATRICIA '
BRISSETTE. RAYMOND 4 MARY F
BRISSON. ROBERT 4 PAULINE, HEIRS '
BRI5S0N, THOMAS D 4 SHEILA M
BROADWAY, JOSEPH S 4 SHELLEY L




BROOKS, DONALD P 4 CHARLOTTE A
BROUILLET, MARK JOSEPH 4 CYNTHIA MAY
BROWALL, MICHAEL G 4 KATHERINE L
BROWN, JAMES B 4 NANCY C
BROWN, THOMAS C 4 KATHLEEN J
BROWN, WILLIAM S 4 JOAN N
BRUNELLE. MARC J
BRUHELLI, MICHAEL F 4 BRENDA
BRUSO, BERNARD 4 SHEILA H
BRYANT. ROBERT A 4 PEGGY ANN '
BRYANT. ROBERT A 4 PEGGY ANN <
BRYSON. DAVID G 4 DIANE L
BUCK. DONALD
BUNNELL, DOUGLAS W 4 SUZANNE M
BUNMELL, JOHN J 4 SHAUNA P
BURGESS. RONALD E 4 LAURIE C
BURGESS. HOWARD C 4 MAR I LYNN E
BURNAP. JEFFREY C 4 ELAINE A
BURNS. MARK F 4 DONNA M
BURROUGHS. DAVID
BURWEN, GARY
BU5A. DANIEL 4 MARJORIE
BUTLER. RAVEN K 4 ELINOR T
BUnRICK, FRED E 4 JACQUELINE L
BUTTS, ARTHUR E JR 4 NANCY E
BUTTS. JAMES C JR 4 PATRICIA A
BYRNE. WILLIAM A JR 4 JANET M
C V COMMUNICATIONS
CABRAL, BRETT P
CABRAL, FRANK J 4 BARBARA A
CALDWELL, JOHN B
CAMERON, KURT J 4 JENNIFER A
CAMP CARPENTER TRUSTEES
CANDIA BIBLE CHURCH
CAHEDY, DAVID A 4 KATHRYN A
CANN. SARAH F
LAXD BLDG TOTAL
CLEARY. VENETA i GENE •
LAND BLDG TOTAL
DOW. BRUCE C S EVELYN I
DOWNEY, FRANCIS J H
DOWNING, JAMES P 4 NARSBA E
DOXON REALTY TRUST
DOYON, PAUL J S CECILE J
DRACO, HICHAEL L S MARGARET A
DPI5C0LL, TIMOTHY E
DROLET, WILFRED A S GLORIA L
DROSS, MICHAEL S LINDA
DROSS, SHIRLEY A
DROUIN, REJEAN J S LORRAINE A
DROUIN, REJEAN J
DROWN, BARRY F i IRENE A
DUBE, CHRISTOPHER S
DUDEK, RICHARD H 4 LINDA C
DUfFLEY, CHARLES 4 MARILYN
DUFFY, JOHN P 4 ESTHER
DUFOUR, ERNEST C 4 RUTH E
DUNN, MADELEINE T
DUPUIS, JAMES A 4 CAROL A
DURAND, EARL W 4 LINDA C
DUSTIN, ANNE M
DUSTIN, DANIEL 4 HOLLIE
DUTILE, DARRELL J 4 UURA C
DUTILE, DAVID D 4 LINDA T
BUTTON, LAURENCE H 4 LINDA A
DUVAL, DAVID P 4 BEVERLY J
DUVAL, ROBERT A




EAGER, PHYLLIS E 4 CLIFFORD L
EATON PARX lOOF INC
EATON, AMY L '
EATON, AMY L *
EATON, AMY L '
EATON, ALBERT E II 4 DENISE C
EATON, BENJAMIN E JR 4 MARIE
EATON, GEORGE 4 EDITH
EATON, HARLAND
EATON, HARLAND W 4 JUNE I
EATON, LAMY
EATON, RICHARD W 4 CECILIA E
EATON, WILLIAM L i GEORGIANNA
EBERT, JOHN W 4 HEIDI L
EDELMANN, FRANK P 4 DONNA M









EMERY, CARL L JR 4 DOROTHY
EMERY, ROBERT P 4 JODI L
EMERY, RICHARD WENDELL '
EMERY, RICHARD WENDELL •
ENTROPY HOLDINGS INC
ETHIER, RICHARD P 4 NANCY M
EVCO CORPORATION '
EVCO CORPORATION '
EVERETT JOHN C 4 THERESA M
FAIRHAVEN BAPTIST CHURCH
FALK, BARRY 4 MARY E
FARFAGUT MORTtJAGE CO INC
FARRINGTON, DENISE M
FARRINGTON, THOMAS J
FAY, MARX A 4 MARGARET M
THE FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CO AS
FELDE, KENNETH R
FELLOWS, JOHN S







HOBSON, KERRILL S BAKBARA C
HocBGRAf , scorr R
HOEFLE, JOro
BOFFACKEJ, SCOTT E S STEFANIE ANN
HOFFACKER, DALE E 4 JANET A
BOFFNAN, JOSEPH i SBIRLEY A
BOLLEN, JOSEPB H 4 SUN BEE
BOLMES. ROBERT L i DENISE H
HORION, SYLVIO W * MURIEL
BORNE, ALBERT P i JOYCE
HOULE, DONALD R S DONNA L
BOULIBAN, DANIEL J S ANY J
HOWARD. ETBAN V III 5 LYNNE K
BOHELl, BARBARA
HRUBIEC, JAMES i MARY E
BRYCUNA, PHILLIP M S CHRISTINE W
HUJAR, DAVID J ( RENEE J
BUJAS. DAVID J i RENEE J
HUJAR, JOSEPH J 4 MARY
HUJAR, PHILIP 4 VERA
HUMMELL, PATRICIA 4 JOHN
HUNT, JOSEPH B 4 ERINN
HUNZEKER, WILLIAM A
BUSSEY, RICHARD 4 NANa
IMMORDINO, CHERYL
INGRAM, OWEN D
INSURANCE TOWING SERVICE INC
INTIMATE FRIENDS SOCIETY
IRELAND, TBOMAS K 4 JANICE L
ISAAK, BARBARA L
ISABELLE, JOSEPH P 4 SHEIU
ISHAM, DARRELL S 4 LINDA L
ISLAM, ZIA 4 SAMINA
ISRAEL, MARTHA J
JACKITIS, LOUIS R 4 CAROL M
JACKMAN, PAUL C 4 JEANNINE R
JACKSON, RODNEY P 4 DEBORAH
JACOB, RICHARD L 4 MICHELLE J
JACOBSEN, ALFRED III 4 NANCY
JACOBSEN, DONALD L 4 JUDITH
JAILLET, RICHARD 4 CHRISTINE
JAMROZ, WALTER W 4 PATRICIA S
JAHROZ, WALTER W
JANELLE, RICHARD I
JASKOLKA, WINONA 4 FREDERICK D






JENNINGS, JAMES K 4 KIM
JODOIN, GEORGE 4 ANITA M
JODOIN. MICHAEL A 4 DIANE C
JOHNSON, CHARLES F 4 MARY L
JOHNSON. JOHN A
JOHNSON, MAURICE 4 GLORIA
JOHNSTON, ROBERT 4 GRACE
JORDAN, DAVID R 4 KATHERINE M
JOSLYN, CARLETON E JR 4 COLETTE M
JOUBERT, TIMOTHY F 4 JOAN
JURSON, K PHILIP 4 DIANE M
KALIL, BRUCE J 4 VICKIE
KALLIEL, JOHN N 4 CAROLYN M
KANE, MICHAEL G 4 ANNEnE A
KARPINSKI, JOHN 4 VICTORIA R
KEATING. PAUL F JR 4 M BARBARA
KEELEY, PETER N 4 HEATHER H
KEHOE, MARK G 4 DEBORAH A
KELLEHER, JOHN 4 DIANA J
KELLETT, CHARLES D 4 BESSIE J
KELLETT, CHARLES D 4 BESSIE J
KELLEY. CATHERINE A
KELLY, JAMES C
KELLY, MAUREEN T. 4 GARY R
KELLY, JOSEPB H 4 JUNE A
KELLY, MARK 4 MAUREEN A




UVENTUKE, LEONAJD * JANICE
LAVIGNE, REJEAN J 4 LILLIANNE
LAVOIE. ROGER D J KATHLEEH A
UVOIE, JOAH C
UVOIE, LUCIAffllA
UVOIE, ROGER G 4 LORRAINE G
LAVOIE, RONALD A J BARBARA fl
UVOIE, RONALD A 4 BABBARA H
UWJENCE, JACQUELINE A
LEARY, FRANCIS J 4 SHARON K
LEE, BERNARD 4 BARBARA A
LEEDBEFG, THONAS
LEFRANCOIS, WILLIAM F 4 PAMEU
LEGROS, PETER N
LEI5LE, DANIEL N
LEMAY, MARK T 4 JOANN L
LEHIRE, LEO
LEMIFE, TBOHAS A 4 NICBELLE R
LEHOS, SHEIU M
LENEHAN, JOSEPH E 4 KAREN M
LEONARD, JOHN P
LEONARD, NARK J 4 DONNA M
LESHERISES, GERALD R 4 JUDITB A
LESSA8D, DONAT J; LESSARD, CAROL N
LESSASD, ARTHUR J 4 GABRIELLE
lESSAJD, GILBERT R 4 NANa K
LESSARD, ROBERT S 4 IRENE D
LEVERONE, JOSEPH D 4 CATHY A
LEVESQUE, ALFRED D
LEVESQUE, JOHN R 4 DEBORAH J
LEVESQUE, RAYMOND P 4 DONNA M
LEWIS, REID B
LEWIS, JAMES P 4 GARIANNE D
LEWIS, ROBERT F
LBEUREUX, SHIRLEY
LBEUREUX, ERNEST 4 SHIRLEY
LIBBY, JOBN J JR 4 MARIE A
LINDB, ANNE M





LIZOTTE, RAYMOND 4 KAREH
LLOYD, ALVIN E 4 PEGGY C
LOCKE, CHARLES
LOCKE, EDWARD 4 PAULINE
LOCKE, RICHARD E 4 KATHLEEN M
LOESCHORN. STEVEN P 4 KATHLEEN M
LOCUE, MICBAEL W 4 LOUISE G
LOISELLE, DAVID C 4 LISA A
LONG, ELDON A 4 SUSAN R
LONG, ANDREA D
LONG, ROBERT 4 LORETTA A
lONGMEABOW CONGREGATIONAL CBURCH
LONGMEABOW CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
LONGVAL, LUDGER J 4 ALCIDA B
LOON ISLAND REALTY TRUST
LOON ISLAND REALTY TRUST
LOON ISLAND REALTY TRUST
LOON ISLAND REALTY TRUST
LOON ISLAND REALTY TRUST
LOON ISLAND REALTY TRUST
LOON ISLAND REALTY TRUST
LOON ISLAND REALTY TRUST
LOPES, JOHN M 4 PAMEU JO
LOPES, ANTHONY J 4 BEULAH A
LORD, CATHERINE B
LORD, JAMES R 4 MARYJANE
LORD, MARY
LORDEN, ROBERT J 4 JEAN D
LORENDO CONSTRUCTION '
LOUGBLIN, MARTIN 4 MARGARET
LOVELY, THOMAS C
LUNDGREN, WILLIAM B 4 KATBLEEH C
LUNNIE. IRVING H 4 EVA
LUSSIER. DENNIS P 4 CHERYL A
L4B
LAUD BLDG TOTAL
MCDOUGALL, CBAKLES J i CAROL AMI
MCDOWELL, IVEY L i Am
KCELKOY, PETER
MCEVOY, MARGIE
MCEVOY, MICHAEL S 4 MAUREEK A
MCEVOY, WILLIAM J
MCFARLAMD, LIHUS R i LUCIENHE
MCGRATB, THOMAS J S PATRICIA A
MCININCB, RALPH A AS TRUSTEE OF
MCJUARY, STEVEN F i SAMDRA L
MCKILLOP, MICHAEL F S MARY G
MCLAUGHLIN, RONALD E 4 CHRISTINE
MCLEAN, COLIN F JR 4 KAREN E
MCLEMAN, SCOTT D 4 VIRGINIA M
HCLIHTOCK, DONALD C 4 DONNA J
MCMILLAN, DANIEL W 4 LYN E
MCKAY, DAVID M 4 SANDRA L
MCOUILLEN, SCOTT M
MCSWEENEY, MARX J 4 ANNE 5
MEAD, JOHN-PAUL 4 MICHELLE S
MELKONIAN, MARK J 4 ANN MARIE
HELTZER, KARL W 4 PAMELA
MERCIER, GEORGE f 4 SUZANNE D
MERCIER, GEORGE F 4 SUZANNE D
MERCIER, RALPH 4 BERNICE
MERRETT, RICHARD J 4 JUDITH L
MERRILL, BRUCE K
MERRILL, GEORGE P 4 LISA A




MICHAUD, DONALD E 4 KATHRYN A
MICHAUD, GARY B 4 CAROLYN E
MICHEL, ROBERT J JR
MILES, PETER W 4 LORRAINE M
MILICI. RICHARD C 4 ANITA P B
MILLER, CLIFFORD W 4 MARTHA E
MILLER, JOHN C 4 CAROL A
MILLER, RICHARD P 4 MARION L
MILNE, NORMAN F JR 4 ANNE •
MILNE, NORMAN F JR 4 ANNE •
MILNE, ROBERT 4 BARBARA
MIHAKIH, FRANK A 4 JUDITH A
MINAKIN, FRANK A SR 4 JUDITH ANN
MINNON, ROBERT W 4 JOAN D
MIVILLE, RICHARD J 4 JEAHNIE
MOHER, RICHARD W JR 4 SYLVIA
KOHN, LARRY J 4 FRANCES A
MOLAK, FERDINAND J JR
MONOHON, BENJAMIN G 4 SHIRLEY-LYNN
MONGEAU, LEONARD J 4 JEANNINE S
MONGEAU, EVE STABY
MONTOUR, WILLIAM H 4 GAYLE A
MOODY, HAMDEN C JR
MOORE, DAVID C JR 4 JOAN E
MOORE, MILTON R 4 JOHANNA E
MOORE, RICHARD D 4 PATRICIA L
MOQUIN, E JOSEPH 4 DENISE M
R J MOREAU COMPANIES INC
R J MOREAU COMPANIES INC
R J MOREAU COMPANIES INC
HORENCY, CATHERINE D
MORENCT, RICHARD R 4 CLAUDETTE D
HORIN, GERARD A 4 LORRAINE T
MORIN, ROBERT L 4 DEBRA L
MORRISON, KEMBLE D 4 KAREN L
MORTON BUILDINGS INC




HULLANEY, JEFFREY T 4 KATHLEEN J
MURPHY, JOHN 4 UURA M
MURRAY, BARBARA A
HURRAY, EDMUND B 4 KAREN J
MURRAY, JAMES J JR 4 HARYANNE
MUSZYNSKI, JOHN H 4 GLENWA I
L4B

IIOORDA, MIDKEW i KLAZINA
ROSNER, RICHARD I 4 BARBARA A
ROULEAU. ARNAND 4 KAGEIU
ROULEAU, LOUIS W i JUDITB G
ROUX, DAVID J NARY LYWI
ROUX, ROGER R 4 JUDY C
ROHELL, AWIIE L
ROY, NORMAN 4 DIANE •
ROY, NORKAN 4 DIANE •
ROYCE, DONALD E II
ROYER, ARTHUR J 4 CECILE H
ROYER, BRUCE C: BRIAN D 4 RITA D
ROYER, mCHAEL F; GARY S 4 RITA D
ROYER, ROBERT J 4 KARY I
RUSIN, WANDA
RUSSO, JOHN R 4 CHERYL A
RUSSO, TOM 4 SUZANNE
RYAN, FRED 4 SANDY
SACKRISON, EWIN 4 LOUISE
SALACH, TRADDEUS W 4 JUDITH C
SALISBURY. SARAH K
SAMOWITZ. JACK
SAMSON, ALBERT 4 PAULINE
SAMSON, CELESTE N
SANBORN, ALFRED N JR
SANBORN, ROBERT E 4 BRENDA
SANBORN, DUANE R 4 ESTHER R
SANCHEZ, GARY E 4 TARA A
SANFORD. FREDERICK M 4 NANCY A
SANFORD, RICHARD P 4 JUDITH A
SARETTE. CATHERINE E
SARGENT. BRAD L 4 KIK E
SARGENT, JOHN W 4 L MARTHA
SARTOREILI, STEPHEN J 4 CATHERINE N





S.B.E.-6 TRUST, TERRIE A REED, TRUSTEE
SCARPETTI, DAVID
SCERRA. HOWARD G 4 MARY R
SCHANCK, ROBERT M 4 SUZANNE M
SCHIBBELRUTE, EDWARD JR 4 PHER J
SCHMIDT, GRACE A. TRUSTEE OF
SCHMIDTCHEN, EDITH P 4 MARY C
SCHOFIELD. MICHAEL R 4 CONSTANCE A
SCHOIBE. BRETT R 4 ELIZABETH
SCHUSTER, MATTHEW J
SEAVEY, EVERETT W
EVEREn W SEAVEY ADMN •
EVERETT W SEAVEY ADHH •
EVERETT W SEAVEY ADMN •
EVERETT W SEAVEY ADMN
SEAVEY, RALPH N 4 KAREN J
SEDGWICK, JAMES D 4 NAIICI C




SELL, RICHARD H 4 ELIZABETH
SENECHAL, ROLAND A 4 LORRAINE P
SENFTLEBEN, LAWRENCE
SERENin HOMES INC
SHACKELTOM, RICHARD E 4 DOROTHY P
SHAHABIAN, GEORGE A 4 ROSE I
SHANKS, GRACE
SHARP, JAMES 4 JOANN
SBELMAN, SCOTT D 4 MARY JANE
SHEPHERD, DAVID J 4 SUSAN L
SHIBLES, DALE A 4 KATHRYN P
SHIELDS, PHILLIP G
SIENKO. FRANK E 4 UURIE
JOHN SILVA HEIRS
SILVER. JOHN W 4 NANCY L
SIMARD FAMILY TRUST •
SIMARD FAMILY TRUST •
SIMARD FAMILY TRUST '
SnUTEVANT, ROBERT C * DOROTHY P
SULLIVAN, DENNIS 4 JANET
SULLIVAN. F RUSSELL * AKALIA
SULLIVAN, E RUSSELL i AKALIA
SULLIVAN, MICHAEL P * CORLISS C
SULLIVAN, KARTIN J J CYNTBIA J
SULLIVAH. MICHAEL D S MARIE E
SULLIVAN, RUSSELL C S ANN '
SULLIVAN, RUSSELL C 8 AMM '
SULLIVAN, SHAWN E S DEBRA L
SURPRENANT, DAVID A * SUSAN A
SUnON, JOHN R
SUTTON, ROBERT E
SWEENY, JOHN S JOAN
SWEENEY, JOAN '
SWEENEY, JOAN •
SYKES, EILEEN R 4 HEIRS OF EDGAR
SYLVAIN, JOHN
SYLVIA, DAVID A 4 KATHLEEN A
TAMAGNA, STEPHEN 4 DEBORAH
TANGUAY, ROBERT L JR 4 DOROTHY L
TANNER, RONALD J
TARDIFF, JOHN R 4 SUSAN A
TARDIFF, JOHN H
TARRY, STEPHEN G 4 SUSAN P
TASILLO, J JAMES JR 4 SUSAN
TAYLOR, ROBERT B TRUSTEE OF
TENN, JAMES J 4 SYLVIA
TEST, JAHH M DESMARAIS
THAYER, KENNm C 4 DIANE M
THEOS. LEWIS J 4 CAROL A '
THEOS, LEWIS J 4 CAROL A •
TBERRIAULT, LINDA L
THERRIEN, DENNIS R
THERRIEN, PAUL D 4 MARILYN H
THERRIEN, PAEINE E
THERRIEN, THEOBALD A 4 JEANNE
TBIBOULT, BRIAN J 4 SUSAN A
THOMAS, EUGENE A 4 PBILOMENA
THOMAS, JAMES W 4 LEONA
THOMAS, WILLIAM E 4 WENDY C
THOMPSON, JAMES D 4 LINDA L
THOMPSON, LOUIS M 4 GAIL R
THOMPSON. RONALD F
THORELL, GEORGE W JR
TBORELL, GEORGE W JR
THORELL, HARRY J 4 D MARION
THORNE, RONALD W 4 PATRICIA ANN
TIROLLO. ANTHONY S
TITCOMB, LUCILLE A
TITCOMB, WALLACE A JR
TOBEY, MARK N 4 KAREN E
TOMASIK, HELEN C 4 OLGA F
TOMASKO, RAYNOND A 4 DENISE A
TOMPKINS, KURT F 4 SUSAN H
TOOMEY, WILLIAM F
TOPLIFF, HUBERT J 4 KATHRYN R
TORRE. DAVID R
TOTO, ANTHONY C SR
TOTSCH, DAVID C 4 SARA M




TOWNE, HAROLD W 4 PRISCILLA M
TOWNE, HAROLD W 4 PRISCILLA M
TOWNE, HAROLD W 4 PRISCILU M
TOWNE, HAROLD W 4 PRISCILU M
TOWNE, HAROLD W 4 PRISCILLA M
TOWNE. BARBARA JEAN
TOWNE, CHARLES R JR 4 HELEN H
TRACY, DAVID L 4 MURIEL
TRACY, STEVEN W




TROn, LAWRENCE A 4 ELIZABETH ANN
LAUD BLDG TOTAL
WIISON, RALPn M 4 GAIL V

DISTRICT BOUNDARY LINES
The following descriptions are provided to define ihe limits of those
areas whose boundaries cannot be related to easily recognized features
on the map, or could not be defined in terms of specific distances from
such features. The codes used (a. b., etc ) relate to the areas similarly
labeled on the zoning map
All references to lots and tax map numbers penam to the Property
Maps of the Town of Auburn prepared by James W. Sewall Co. and
dated 1969.
a. The easternmost boundary of this area is the easterly line of
lot 9 (tax map 28)
b The westernmost boundary of this area lies along the westerly
line of lot 7-1 (tax map 13) and the straight line extension
thereof runnmg southeasterly to the northerly side of Depot
Road
c. The westernmost boundary of this area is described as follows
Beginning at a point on Ihe easterly side of Rattlesnake Hill
Road at the southerly line of lot 18 (tax map 4), then
following the southerly line of said lot 18 to the easterly lines
of lots 16 and 15 (tax map 4). and a straight line extension
thereof, lo the southerly side of Spofford Road.
d The limits of this area are defined as follows:
One hundred and fifty (150) feet deep from its frontage on
Chester Road (Route 121) south towards Lake Massabesic
and running from the west bank of the Griffin Brook where
it passes under Route 121 to the west sideline of lot 2A (tax
map 26).
e The limits of this area are defined as follows:
The area of land bounded on the south by Route 101, on the
east by Hookselt Road, on the north by a line running 1.800
feet north of and parallel to. Old Candia Road and
Wellington Road and on the west by the easterly boundary of
the industrial zone.
f The limits of this area are defined as follows:
Beginning at a point on the northerly side of Chester Road at
the westerly line of lot 26 (tax map 7) then running northerly
along the westerly line of said lot 26, crossing through a part
of lot 29 (tax map 7); to the westerly line of said lot 29 and
continuing northerly along the westerly line of lot 29 to the
northwest corner of said lot; then running easterly on a
straight line passing through lot 25 (tax map 7); lot 2 (tax
map 29) and lot 32 (tax map 7) to a point on the westerly side
of Hooksett Road, said point being located approximately
1000 feet north of the intersection of Chester Road, then
running southerly along the westerly side of Hooksett Road
and westerly along the northern side of Chester Road to
beginning
g The limits of this area are defined as follows:
Beginning at the intersection of Raymond Road and Chester
Road, proceeding along Chester Road, southeasterly to
Bunker Hill Road to a point which is the easterly boundary of
Map 7, Lot 12; along the eastern most boundary of said lot,
and Map 7, Lot 10 and Map 7. Lot 4 to a point on the south
side of Eaton Hill Road, then westerly along Eaton Hill Road
to the intersection of Raymond Road, then along Raymond
Road to the point of the beginning.
h The limits of this area are defined as follows:
Beginning at a point on the Aubum-Hooksett town line, said
point being located a distance of 3000 feet south of the point
where the south side of Hooksett Road crosses the Hooksett
line; then running in an easterly direction along a line
perpendicular to the Hooksett town line for a distance of 2000
feet, then running southerly along a line parallel to and at a
distance of 2000 feet from the Hooksett line to the northerly
side of Wellington Road, then running westerly along the
north side of Wellington Road to the Manchester City line,
then running northerly along said Manchester and Hooksett
lines to the point of the beginning
i. The limits of this area are defined as follows:
The area of land bounded by Wellington Road on the north
and Route 101 on the south, from the Hooksett line to King
Street, and the area of land bounded on the south by Route
101, on the east by Hooksett Road, on the north by a line
running 1,800 feet north of and parallel to. Old Candia Road
and Wellington Road and on the west by Ihe easterly
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